Abstract: Voice and speech communication is a major topic covering simultaneously 'communication', 'control' (because it often involves control in the coding algorithms), and 'computing' -from speech analysis and recognition, to speech analytics and to speech coding over communication channels. While fuzzy logic was specifically conceived to deal with language and reasoning, it has yet a limited use in the referred field. We discuss some of the main current applications from the perspective of half a century since fuzzy logic inception.
M k=0 a k s n−k + Q j=1 b j s a n−j , where s a denotes the approximated samples and a k , b j are the LP coefficients. LPs are able to model well periodic signals, with low error e n = s n − s a n , while they are inefficient for a-periodic signals (large prediction errors). Signal parameters as the energy and the number of zero-crossings (NZC) are also used for supplementing the LP PAP analysis, where NZC is computed as the number of times, in a specified length segment of signal (signal window), successive samples satisfy s n−1 s n ≤ 0. Alternatively, one may use only amplitude, spectral properties such as the ratio of powers in the low and high frequency bands and NZC, possibly supplemented with the values of the self-correlation function, or properties of the cepstrum or of the Mel-spectrum (Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients -MFCC) etc., to discriminate between voiced, unvoiced and noise segments. In VAD, as well as in speech segmentation and speech and emotion recognition, the decision is made based on the original parameters, such as LPC coefficients, energy, and NZC, or based on a set of derived, fused parameters -the representation space. In the second case, several parameters in the primary parameter space are processed together and a new representation (representation space) is derived, for example, the coherence between the periodic part of the signal and the noise (remaining part), as in [3] , or the fuzzy information space representation as in [42] .
VADs are included in communication standards, but none of the standards refers to FL and FVADs. Yet, [3] found that employing a decision based on FL rules applied to the 'coherence measure between the noisy speech and its prediction residue', the performances of the FVAD performs 'globally better than G.729B and presents moderate improvement when compared to UMTS 3G TS 26.094 VAD.' They used the coherence function computed on every frame k,
, where f is the frequency, S denotes spectra in the frame for the noise n and signal s , and S sn stands for the inter-signal spectral density [3] , [4] . After defining a set of frequency bands, B i , the coherence function on each band is computed as A Retrospective Assessment of Fuzzy Logic Applications in Voice Communications and Speech Analytics 867
and these values are fuzzified according to three membership functions [3] . A fuzzy decision is optimized for determining the type of signal segment and thus the VA.
Beretelli et al. [6] , [7] , [8] tested another approach, using the same parameters employed by the ITU-T G.729 VAD standard, namely the energy differences between successive speech frames, for full-band ∆E t and low-frequency band ∆E L , the difference of the NZCs, ∆ZC, and the spectral distortion ∆S between successive frames. In their VAD algorithm, the decision is made based on a set of simple fuzzy rules given in [7] , such as 'IF (∆S is medium or low ) THEN (voice is active)' and 'IF (∆E L is low) AND (∆S is very low) AND (∆ZC is high) THEN (voice is active)' (rules form [12] ). Further improving the system, these authors considered multi-channel (two or several microphone) systems and took into account the delays between the signals. Using the output of the basic FVAD and the delays as inputs to a fuzzy network, after training the complex FVAD, and thus obtained better performing VADs than the simpler FVAD and than the G.729 standard VAD. Further refinements to increase the robustness in noise are given in [6] , [7] , [8] , [12] . These authors report in [9] an improvement, compared with the VAD G.729, of more than 80% improvement in false activity detection.
A close topic is that of acoustic event detectors; we notice the interesting approach in [45] , where information fusion for classification of non-speech sounds is performed by a skilled use of fuzzy integrals. Similarly, FL-based techniques applied to speech segmentation have been proposed by many authors, but the penetration of these techniques in the mainstream of speech segmentation is still limited. Speech segmentation may regard several levels, from voice activity to vowel (voiced sound)-consonant phoneme boundaries, to phonemic and syllabic unit segmentation, under various conditions of noise. Lin et al. [35] improved the noisy speech segmentation using neural fuzzy networks based on so-called 'adaptive time-frequency (ATF) and refined timefrequency (RTF) parameters'. Hsieh et al. [24] presented a neuro-fuzzy segmentation method specific for the Mandarin language, while [47] combined a context-dependent phonetic HMM recognizer with a fuzzy logic post-correction system that takes into account the conditions specific for each phonetic boundary for improving the precision of phoneme boundary determination. They report remarkable improvements, from errors of 400% for a basic HMM segmenter, compared to the durations determined by human operators, to a few percents after the corrections made by the fuzzy rules block.
There are three main classes of techniques for speech coding [44] : the waveform (direct) coding, coding in the model space, typically named parametric coding, and hybrid coding that is mixing the first two techniques. Speech coding is based on a compromise between speech perceived quality and the used bandwidth, and thus cost. The best quality is obtained by waveform coding methods, which are also the most costly in terms of transmitted bandwidth. Parametric (model) coding achieves low bandwidths, but the quality is poor-to-good at best.
Today speech coding, as in MPEG and telephony, is based on detailed psychoacoustic models derived from CELP. In brief, the low delay (LD) CELP coder standardized by CCITT as G.728 uses a 50 th order linear predictor (LP) excited by (i.e, having as input) predefined signals. The set of excitation signals is predefined and indexed on a 'codebook' (memory). After the LPC coefficients are determined on a speech frame, one searches the type of excitation and the best value of its amplitude (codebook gain) that produces at the LPC synthesizer output a signal that is the closest to the original speech frame (minimal error). The 'codebook' waveform index and the code of the best matching amplitude, together with the LPC coefficients code the speech frame. A perceptual filter is also used to improve the perceptual quality of the decoded speech signal. While the LP is computed with performant algorithms, the best choice of excitation and of its gain as available in the codebooks are time consuming. Sheikhan et al. [43] proposed a fuzzy adaptive resonance theory mapping (ARTMAP) for achieving fast codebook index selection. However, these authors have not justified their choice (the ARTMAP) in terms of the required computation power and time (complexity) and one could suspect that a simpler NN could have performed more efficiently in this application.
FL in Speech Analytics -A Surprising Low Development
Already in 2006 a Gartner report [18] found that audio search and speech analytics is one of the new technologies companies are adopting. Beyond marketing and services, speech analytics are used in various applications as security [49] , learning and teaching [19] . Carlsson [10] argues that analytics and FL could be profitably combined in management.
There are multiple reasons to believe that FL may play an essential role both in interpreting the text and uncovering emotional states in speech; see for example the comparison of methods for emotion detection in [1] , the example of method in [2] and the recent excellent paper [32] . However, many approaches applying FL to emotional speech are somewhat mechanistic, with no direct relevance for psychological, neurologic, and phonetic processes. There is virtually no FL or analytics-related study on the influence of the emotions on the articulatory processes (changes in vocal fold vibration and non-vocal fold vibration frequencies, degree of creakiness, changes in the articulation place and other elements of interest in articulatory phonetics). There are exceptions from the mechanistic approach to assessing the speaker state; such exceptions deserve recognition, e.g., [21] , [22] , [23] , who study correlations between qualitative representations of emotions such as valence, activation, and dominance and the acousto-physical parameters (acoustic features). On the other hand, one has to recognize the market value of the mechanistic approaches in analytics and other applications: they aim to produce real-life applications such as synthesizing emotional speech for the games and movies industry [40] , monitoring the state of drivers [26] , [27] , [28] , call center control and crowd/social state monitoring and control. There was little research on differentiating simulated emotions with variable degrees of likeness to the true ones. Some studies addressed simulated emotions by non-actors, aiming to voice communication enhancement and education; e.g., [19] , [38] found significant differences in emotion detection when comparing acted emotions by layman (corpus described in [19] ) and actors. Genuine emotions, as studied in several other researches, were found more challenging to determine than the acted ones. We expect that FL can help represent the degree of likeness by actors and laymen, moreover help build emotion simulation detectors.
Because FL found reputed applications in classification, e.g., the kNN method and neurofuzzy classifiers [51] moreover because the analytics extensively use concepts easier interpretable by people than by current machines, one could expect that FL is largely present in analytics modules, including speech analytics. While this is not true, fuzzy ontologies are quite popular and at least some analytics have FL-based modules, see SAP-Hana [?] which considers fuzzy search as one of the 'few important techniques being used in Text Analysis'; namely fuzzy search stands for 'finding strings that match a pattern approximately'. Although this use relates to language, the technique simply applies FL in defining a fuzzy distance over the set of strings. The search is based on a minimal matching value and the respective command is like CONTAINS (<string-tolook-for>, FUZZY (0.x)), with 0.x the minimal accepted similarity [53] . Note that this analytics provides the function SCORE() that determines the degree of similarity for every string in a specified set and the given string, but this is simplistic and far from what would may be expected as level of use of FL in understanding people's language communication. An interesting direction was opened in [39] , who proposed the use of prosodic features to prioritize the call servicing. While not using FL, the approach in [39] is an example of applications where FL looks promising for speech analytics. Similarly, there is an interesting paper, [13] , thoroughly analyzing the possibilities of mining fuzzy association rules in texts; that track could be followed and applied on step further to finding fuzzy associations between textual information A Retrospective Assessment of Fuzzy Logic Applications in Voice Communications and Speech Analytics 869 and prosody and emotions in speech. Another remarkable approach to analytics based on FL but not related to speech is constituted by a series of papers [30] , [31] that apply fuzzy data analysis and inductive fuzzy classification using a normalization of the likelihood ratio to metadata and for knowledge discovery. Surprisingly, there are few reports on research on FL applied to speech analytics related to emotions. Maybe this is due to the fact that sentiment analysis on texts have developed earlier and that it is considered sufficient for deriving the mood of the speaker.
Discussion and Conclusions
While the contributions of FL to speech technology, specifically to VAD, speech segmentation, and coding cannot be disregarded, these contributions seem to be less significant than one may expect from applying FL to speech. Few researches compare the results and the advantages or disadvantages of the FL approach to non-fuzzy approaches, or even try to justify the FL-based approach. While some good results obtained using FL-approaches are expected based on the known power of universal approximation (and thus nonlinear classification) of FLSs, the capabilities of others, including their generalization power are less clear. A more systematic research program for employing FL in speech analysis is needed to overcome the current limits. An explanation for this state of affairs could be that FL requires extensive computations, while systems as cellular phones and even PCs are restricted in computation power. However, the recent processors have tremendously increased in computation power, favoring a larger use of FL. Thus, one can look forward with the hope that FL will achieve more in this field, in the near future.
